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The Samsung Galaxy S plus i9001 is an excellent touch bar phone that is great as a phone as well
as an entertainment device. The attractive looks and the great performance that does not give up
anytime make it the most popular phone among the user. The mobile runs on Android OS V2.3
gingerbread and is integrated with HTML, RSS browser. The Java comes with third party
application. The special features in the Samsung Galaxy mobile are the TV-OUT feature, document
editor like the word, excel, powerpoint, PDF image and video editor etc. The Mobile is available in
attractive colors of black and white.

The Galaxy S is a phone that comes with super AMOLED capacitive touch screen and is touch
responsive. The dimensions are 122.4 x 64.2 x 9.9 mm and the weight is only 119 grams. This
means it is a light weight and compact phone that makes it easy to carry and operate on it. It is ideal
for texting long messages and delivers great performance. The screen is a huge 4 inches of display
and displays 16 million colors. The resolutions are 480 x 800 pixels and the glass is a Gorilla glass
that is scratch resistant. The other display features are the TouchWiz 3.0 UI, touch sensitive control,
multi-touch input method and Swype text input. The sensors present are the accelerometer sensor
for the UI auto rotate, digital compass and the proximity sensor for the auto turn off.

The camera is a 5 mega pixels camera at the rear and comes with resolutions of 2592 x 1944 pixels
and the features are auto focus, digital zoom, touch focus, face detection, geo tagging and smile
detection. The pictures produced are excellent and one can simply go on clicking. The front camera
is a 0.3 mega pixels VGA camera that comes with a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. The video
recording is excellent and comes with 720p30 fps. The music provided is clear and loud and you
can have access to FM radio so that you can listen to your favorite channel and your favorite music.
You also get the speaker, headset, loudspeaker and the 3.5 mm audio jack.

The Samsung mobile price is quite competitive and one can find out why after using the mobile. You
are going to love the social networking sites like the Facebook, Google Search, Google talk, Maps,
Calendar, Google search, YouTube and the Picasa integration.

The Samsung Galaxy S plus i9001 price is Rs. 20,000 approximately.
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